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In honor of loved family and friends
who died within the last year
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Ted Goldsmith

Rachel Preeti Greene

My father lived with a passion for integrity that he channeled into his engineering
approach. I'm grateful for his spirit that remains in my heart.

Remembering: Rachel's smile, her laugh and her joy, and the feeling of being totally
accepted in her presence. I miss her.

Larry Goldsmith

Mike Rowan
A brilliant, loyal, and funny man, a friend for almost 40 years. I miss your slowlydispensed wisdom & inscrutable bubbling humor. Shalom chaver.
Lloyd Wolf

Russell Smith

Tremendous love, a ready smile, our teacher, friend, and sister. We miss your shining face at holiday services, but your light will shine forever.
Everyone Touched by Rachel's Life

Karen Fenster
Deeply loved and cared for her family, friends, and religion. Forever be remembered by her children, Simone and Brian, her friends, and live on in her grandchildren.

Amy Smith

Sanford Tepfer (Brooklyn 1918-Eugene 2006)

Lois Tuttle

Marian Beck Schultz

My "Uncle" Sandy loved and nurtured family, friends, and flowers.
Diane Tepfer

Wife, mother, grandmother, cousin; she poured out her love on all her family. I will
miss my cousin Marian.
Grace Horowitz

Kim Gardner
My cousin married into the family, on my mother's side, and became its heart. At
52, taken all too quickly on September 7th.
Rick LaRue

Bernard Cedarbaum
Beloved husband of Miriam Goldman, father of Daniel and Jonathan, grandfather
of Jacob, Samuel, Louis and Dahlia.
Jonathan Cedarbaum

Lillian S. Robinson
Avriel Yosef Keogh

Author, activist, academic, administrator -- a force of creative energies.
Elaine Reuben

Harriet Belle Friedman
She was the most wonderful mother, mother-in-law, and grandmother! She was
loving, kind, generous, trustworthy, supportive and organized. We miss her
greatly!
Arthur, Diane, and Zoe Friedman

David Lelchook

My sister, Janet Elfant and John Keogh along with Noah and Hannah deeply mourn
19 year old Avriel after his accidental death. He spent his last year with Habitat for
Humanity and was to start Temple University in two days.
Kay Flick Elfant, aunt

Edward Soref
A loving father, husband, and grandfather. A hard worker, who used his engineering
skills to solve problems.
Rosalyn Soref

David made aliyah from Newton, Massachusetts and raised a family on Kibbutz
Ya'ir in northern Israel. Staying behind to care for orchards and beloved animals,
he was hit by a katyusha while biking to shelter. Sister Judith is a longtime local
Mideast peace activist.
Kay Flick Elfant

Hazel Brown Goldston
David Goldston

Joe Glazer (Manhattan 1918 - Chevy Chase 2006)
We shall continue to sing “The Walls Weren't Made of Marble" and other ballads
"Labor's Troubadour" wrote.
Diane Tepfer

Missy (Malka) Baron (January 2006)
We see you every time we see someone with a hula hoop, hear a child laugh really
loud, sandalwood beads, tofu, get or give a really good full body hug, or meet
people not afraid to love or take a risk. We love you.
Judybeth Greene

